Instructions for assembling the Rocket

CONTENTS
Your Rocket includes 5
cardboard pieces;
1x main body – with door
1x main body – without door
3x rocket fins

SOME NOTES:
•

We highly recommend reading through the instructions
prior to starting.

•

To make the assembly process easier, we suggest gently
pre-pressing all fold lines and tabs, and remove any
cardboard cut outs or trims that may be blocking any
slots or holes.

•

The cardboard has a smooth side and a side with faint
lines. The side with the faint lines will most often
indicate the inside or the underside of a piece.

•

At times you may find a second person helpful during

•

assembly.
Remember never to use excessive force when building
your rocket, gentle but firm pressure or persuasive
moves should allow you to easily secure your build. If you
do find it particularly hard, please first check that you
have the pieces positioned correctly. Secondly, see that
nothing is blocking or stopping you from being able to

•

insert or position your pieces.
Feel free to call us or send us a message if all else fails.

•

Most of all have FUN!

MAIN BODY – with door and without door
Starting with one of the main body pieces (it doesn’t matter which), you will need to join the tabs at
the top to help form the rockets cone. Once done, do the same with the second main body piece.

This last image shows both
completed main body pieces.

We now need to start joining the two main body pieces together using their side tabs.
You will find it easier to start with the tab indicated 1 and work down. Leaving tab 1 slightly loose,
may make it easier to insert the others (The numbers are only found on the instructional images
below, and will not be found on the product).
NOTE: You will need to fold in the edges of the tabs prior to inserting so they are able to slide
through their slots (see smaller image). Once inserted, allow the edges of the tabs to unfold as this
will secure the join.

As the image indicates, our next
step is to begin to join the
top/cone.
Gently insert the two tabs where
shown.
NOTE: You may find it helpful to
have the rocket lean against an
object or have the help of
another person.

To complete the main body, you
have 5 remaining tabs.
-

2 on the roof

-

3 on the side.

Pull the rocket together and
start by joining tabs 1 and 2 on
the roof. (Leave them slightly
loose, this makes it easier to join
the remaining tabs.)

Continue with tab 3, then work
down through 4 and 5.
Once they are all secure,
ensure they are firmly in place
and no longer loose.

ROCKET FINS
Place the three fins into the three
slots found on the main body, first push
the fin in and then down to secure
them.

CONGRATULATIONS YOU HAVE NOW
ASSEMBLED YOUR MODNPOD ROCKET! 😊
Have fun and be as creative and
as imaginative as you can be. :)

